seat of the Goldwing. You can find it on our
Facebook page. “Sadly,” adds Richard, “the sound
of the newly rebuilt engine is mostly drowned by the
Honda but it pulled lustily and ran easily up to
50mph, given some space……...”

HEREFORDSHIRE & MID-WALES SECTION
NEWSLETTER

Sunday 18th Oct – “Around Bredon Hill” – Ledbury to
Ledbury.
As we surmised, this was probably the last formal
face to face section event of year. The one
exception is the Boxing Day Brass Monkey ride,
which we hope will go ahead in some form.

……………Issue 54 – NOVEMBER 2020……………
Editor Geoff McGladdery

IMPORTANT NOTICE
All planned events listed here are expected to take
place, but there is absolutely no guarantee that
they will. Therefore the dates are for planning
purposes only. We will continue to update the
calendar, based firmly on government guidelines at
the time and any supplementary advice from the
VMCC. You can be assured that the health and
welfare of section members will be our only priority.

PAST EVENTS
Thursday Oct 8th – An afternoon ride. “Let there be
Dragons”. Start and finish at Bringsty Café, Bringsty
Common WR6 5UJ
A good afternoon out for most, but sadly not for
everyone. On this “follow my leader” ride, the only
ride of the year without a route sheet, part of the
group became detatched. By the time we were
able to re-unite, one or two had given up and
headed for home. We offer our sincere apologies to
those who weren’t able to complete the ride. On
the positive side, it has made us think more carefully
about protocols for leading and following on
section rides and we have created a “user guide”,
which will, hopefully, prevent this sort of thing
happening again. (see section riding protocol Page
8.)
Bringsty café, where we had an excllent lunch prior
to the ride, was closed by the time we finished, but
we did manage to get sustenance at the newly reopened Talbot at Knightwick.

Tuesday 13th Oct, 11:00, Brunch Ride-in. Kirsty's Café,
New Street, Bishop's Castle, SY9 5DQ.
Just a handful made it to Bishops’s Castle for this the
last of the 2020 brunch ride-ins. Richard Taylor
brought this well-presented WD M20 and Ian Taylor
brought his son in the chair of his Honda Gold Wing
1200 combo.

There was a good turnout and a wide selection of
machines for this popular ride.

The M20 ran faultlessly and even started first kick at
Kirsty's, under the watchful eyes of the other
members, “It is normally an good starter,” says
Richard,
“even
with
the
newly
restored
compression, but it was still a relief... “ On their return
journey to Craven Arms via Clun Ian’s son captured
some video footage of the M20 from the sidecar

Don’t you just love a bit of diversity? Its wonderful
when different bikes from different eras can share
the same tarmac. “Vive La Difference!”

high prices. Full credit to Brightwells for getting these
rare machines to Leominster. You can find the full
catalogue on their website.
https://www.brightwellslive.com/timedauctions/ind
ex/5052
Thursday Nov 5th – Club night West – 7:30 .p.m.
CANCELLED
Sunday Nov 15th Tenbury to the Belll at Pensax for
Tenbury, WR15 8SF at 09:30 for a 10:00 start.
CANCELLED

It’s always a treat to see Paul Jamieson’s rare and
beautiful Healey Square 4.
Thanks to Cliff Osenton and Tony Page for the
photos.

The bike was restored in 2012 (a little overenthusiastically for some tastes) and comes with a
buff log book, photographic history and a Don
Evans autograph.

FUTURE EVENTS
Thursday Nov 5th – Brightwells On-line timed auction
– ends 9:00 p.m.
Amongst the 25 machines currently listed are not
one, but two “ex-works” trials Ariels. MOC 800 is a
very famous works number and is attached to this ex
- Don Evans, ex – George Buck 1951 HT500.
The second bike - GOB 743, a 1946 350cc HT3 – is
described as an “Original works trials machine; ex Don Evans, 'Nipper' Parsons, David and Ron
Langston.” Again it comes with a V5C, a buff
logbook and photographic history. This one is in “oily
rag” condition, which many would consider to be
perfect for such a hard-worked competition
machine. Obviously you need to do your own
thorough due diligence, before you even think of
bidding, but from the information available, these
seem very genuine.
For Ariels of this rarity and pedigree, expect plenty
of controversy, heated debate and in all probability,

Thursday Nov 19th – Section AGM and election of
officers. 7:30 p.m. This will be a “Zoom” meeting
open to current VMCC members only. Full details in
the next issue.
Friday Nov 20th - H.J. Pugh, Hazle Meadows Auction
Centre, Ledbury, HR8 2LP. - 10:00 a.m. Sale of
Motorcycle clothing, Literature, Collectables,
Vintage cycles and Japanese spare parts.
Please note the new date. Orinally planned as one
single auction, but the sheer number of lots and the
need to observe government guidelines means that
the sale will now be held over 2 days – no
motorcycles will be auctioned on the Friday. There
is the possibility that the current lockdown status
may cause the date to move – please keep your
eye on HJ Pugh’s website for the latest information.
http://www.hjpugh.com/new.html
Saturday Nov 21st - H.J. Pugh, Hazle Meadows
Auction Centre, Ledbury, HR8 2LP – 09:30 a.m. Sale
of Vintage and Classic Motorcycles, British spares,
projects, collectables and petroliana.
As we’ve come to expect from recent Pugh’s
catalogues, there is a wide range of interesting
unusual and even exotic machinery, but, this time
we have focus on three mid-centrury mainstream
models, from three long-established British
manufacturers.

Being designed and built in Yorkshire, more or less
guarantees that Panthers were straightforward no
nonsense machines, and post-war Cleckheaton
was not a place where frippery would be
encouraged.

The instantly recognisible 598cc “sloper” engine,
more or less unchanged since 1935, could propel
the owner to an acceptable 70ish mph – more than
enough for the roads of the era. Much beloved by
sidecar owners, Phelon & Mooore’s finest also make
excellent solo machines. This1956 swinging arm
M100 model, is fitted with the dual seat from 1957.
Reliable and dependable, with a strong owners club
and good spares availablity, makes the Panther a
sensible choice…….. unless of course you would
actually welcome a little frippery!

There’s a lot to like about this 1947 rigid 350cc OHV
Ariel Red Hunter.

Basically a pre-war design, but with the welcome
upgrade of telescopic forks, these simple, reliable
350s were capable of topping 70 mph (just!).

Shipley built enigmatic 2-stroke Scotts were always
different and much admired for that.
These 600cc twins could easily reach the magic 70
in standard trim, but the long racing history of Scotts
means that there is a lot of tuning knowledge
available and much higher top speeds are not
unusual. Despite the unloved Dowty front forks, the
lack of rear suspension and the possibility that it only
has a 3–speed box, this 1949 model – probably one
of the last Shipley built machines - will command
“strong” money.
There is the possibility that the current lockdown
status may cause the date to move or the sale to be
completely on-line. Please keep your eye on HJ
Pugh’s website for the latest information.
http://www.hjpugh.com/new.html

UNDER £1000

Another in our series which finds useable bikes, ready to
run, with MOTs (where required) for less than £1,000 and
all VMCC eligible (made before Jan 1st 1995)

A couple of K series “Beemers” this issue.
The elaborate chrome dashboard harks back to a
more glamorous era for the marque and gives the
bike a real quality feel. Like the Panther, there is an
excellent owners club and good avaiabilty of spare
parts, making them an excellent VMCC machine.

Forget all you have just read about Yorkshire. The

This 1993 K75S with 8 months MOT sold for a mere
£950. Listed with 98,000 miles on the clock, it should
still have plenty of life and would do excellent
service as a long-distance tourer. Heavy and a bit of
an acquired taste, these bikes were capable of 125
mph and had excellent brakes and handling.
Big brother to the K75, the K1100LT weighed in at a
lardy 639lbs, but was a consummate mile-eater with

a top speed in excess of 130mph. This 1995 model
with Panniers, spotlights and 7 months MOT, sold for
just £900. Unfortunately no mileage was given, but
the bike looked to have been well-maintained,

NB - Prices are the advertised asking prices or actual
selling prices and are correct at the time of writing, We
have not verified any of the details vendors have used in
their advertsing – that must be your responsibility

SATNAVS & NAVIGATION
We’re delighted to publish this wise perspective from
Northampton Section’s Trevor Pinfold - a man with
vast experience of navigation events, who in his
own words, wanted to “Put in my sixpenneth” ……..
“The first, of what might be termed a scatter rally,
that I rode in was 60 years ago as a teenager with
the local cycle club. This involved solving a cryptic

clue to determine the villages and then riding to
them to find the answer to a question. As it was local
and distances weren’t great, an OS map and local
knowledge sufficed.
An OS Map and local knowledge
Thirty years later I started riding in the local VMCC
section Old Towcester Run which was a similar
format and, once again, an OS map and local
knowledge were sufficient.
A few years later I started riding in the ACU National
Rally and now the distances were great, an atlas
came into use and from that I compiled a detailed
route sheet. At that time SatNavs were few and far
between but road signs were predictable and it
wasn’t difficult to navigate around the country
between checkpoints.
Microsoft Autoroute
As time went by I started riding in scatter rallies up
and down the country and technology had moved
on a little. I now initially planned my route using
Microsoft Autoroute. The big advantage with that
was that I could determine distances fairly
accurately. The programme has some quirks in it so
it also needed to be checked against an atlas. From
this I could prepare a detailed route sheet but if I
needed to find the answer to a question I had space
to write it in at the start then I knew what I was
looking for as soon as I reached a location. No
fumbling with the question sheet in the pouring rain.
It became apparent that road signs didn’t always
point to where I wanted to go but rather where the
local authority wanted me to go which usually
meant that it was a lot further. Google Street View
solved that little problem so I can see whether there
is a road sign and if there is, what it says.
More than 25,000 scatter rally miles!
It may be a lengthy process but by the time I have
finished planning a scatter rally route in this manner,
I know exactly where I am going and also much of
the area surrounding my route should things go
awry. To date I have ridden over 25000 miles in
scatter rallies and the only time I have used a satnav

was to find the location at The Goggin in the
Herefordshire Compass Ride because I knew that it
was obscure.
“Don’t know I was just following the Satnav!”
Having said that, I have no objections to riders using
satnavs especially if it makes the difference
between taking part using it and not taking part
because of the difficulties without it. I derive a great
deal of pleasure from the planning of a route. I have
also seen riders come unstuck using satnavs. We
came across a rider in the Welsh National Rally who
asked to follow us as he didn’t know where he was
due to rain in his unit. One aspect that would be a
disappointment to me was illustrated when, in a
National Rally I asked another rider if he had just
come down a particular road, his reply was - I don’t
know, I was following the satnav -. Basically it comes
down to using what suits you.”
Cliff Osenton, another vastly experienced rider has
shared his experiences on GPS syatems
Most of us have used 0S paper for navigation & have
adapted it for our own application, including an SAS
friend who years ago found a guy who would deliver
Pizza’s to an OS 8-fig map ref during exercises on the
Catterick ranges but often arriving cold. For myself
using OS paper in often difficult weather conditions
crossing mountains in
the
dark,
having
evolved
a
single
process
reliable
navigation system that
delivered
under
all
conditions I saw no
reason to change to
using ‘geeky devices’,
until about 7 years ago
trail riding across the big
open space of Salisbury
Plain & finding myself
riding between two
heavily armed columns

of soldiers = time for an upgrade! To keep it simple I
bought a Garmin Etrex 10 to use as a GPS plotter
that worked with my existing OS paper system.
Although this device will do a lot more it was a bit
limited. At its launch, the Garmin Montana 600 with
OS 1:50,000 maps, totally changed trail riding,
making it possible to ride anywhere with a rolling OS
map. This soon turned into a ‘Tower of Babel’ of
expert advice on how to configure & use the
device, plus most trail riders downloaded “routes”
whereas I plotted my own.
We all evolve our own systems
Just as with OS paper systems we all evolve our own
system & I wanted to retain my OS paper format
system to include my new OS GPS system. To use QA
jargon I used my OS paper as a ‘REF DOC.’ to plan
out say Scatter trials with the OS data transferred to
the GPS device without an interface computer,
conversion to degrees, 3-fig etc. Simply direct plot
the route & ride.

I won’t go into micro detail as I will be the first to get
lost, but this is the basis of how I use the system.
Enter all the checkpoints
I enter all the checkpoints as Waypoints with a
name in capitals to show up when riding, then from
the starting Waypoint I use ‘direct plotting’ to follow

my OS paper route onto my OS GPS, this way I can
do this anywhere & don’t need a computer
interface, this forms a ‘route’ given a name say
CWMPAS 20. At the start of the event simply switch
the GPS on, select ‘routes’ and CWMPAS 20 then
ride away. I configured my GPS to have 4-data fields
one showing speed, next a pointer to show if I’m on
the right heading, then a distance to next Waypoint
and finally, the name of next Waypoint - say AAA
ELAN VISITOR to stand out. As I approach the
Waypoint, the “distance field” will count down until
I arrive.
“Spot on every time”
The screen information is only as accurate as the
data entered, I have been on scatter trials where
the checkpoint has been at best ‘estimated’ this
can give a +/_ 200 m error a 40,000 sq metre patch
the size of a small village. On the CWMPAS ride the
OS 10 fig map refs were giving a > +/_ 1m error - the
size of a Wheelie bin - resulting in me seeing the
“distance field” counting down to 10 m. I put my
brakes on & there it is, right by my front wheel as the
GPS shows. I’m here, spot on every time.
A large pair of Bi-focals
Being a Hi-Tech device is completely useless if it’s
stressful to use. As I found they all need field testing
to evolve my system
& resolve operational
problems. To help I
had a pair of large bifocals made up with
the lower lens set for
reading my GPS. The
result is a relaxing
enjoyable
ride
navigating new areas
with the route stored
as a ‘track’ should I
want to ride it again.
The Garmin Montana
600 is now obsolete
but many come up

second hand as many trail riders have moved on to
other devices. Mine are always fixed to the bike
using “Ram” mountS. There is a new Garmin
Montana 700i with it’s own “Ram” mount, as with the
Montana 600 it can be powered from the bike,
internal battery or x4 AA batteries. The new
Montana 700i is expensive but is a ‘Mil Spec’ device,
so the SAS can have their Pizza’s delivered HOT on
the ‘Fan Dance’, selection.”
Please tell us about your Satnav and your preferred
navigation system – we are keen to get as many
opinions as we can.

The first, in what we hope will be a regular series,
featuring the “Gadgets and Gizmos” that you have
discovered, developed, invented or “borowed”
from others. The only qualification for inclusion is that
they make owning an older motorcycle easier. We’ll
kick it off with a look at this clever little device aimed
at giving your knuckles an easier life when changing
tyres on the roadside

In my world its called “Bill’s Thing”, but they’re more
often referred to as a “Tyre valve fishing tool”. The
idea is to thread the wire through the valve
apperture in the wheel and then screw it into the
valve, before putting the tube inside the tyre. Pulling
the valve through the rim is then a simple task not
requiring scraped knuckles or swearing…...”Simples”

trip. The route, considered to be one of Europe’s
greatest motor cycle rides, stretches from County
Donegal’s Inishowen Peninsula in the North to the
southern town of Kinsale in County Cork, passing
through nine counties and three provinces and
following the coastline wherever possible. It is wild,
often remote and vulnerable to the Atlantic
weather, but surely offers one the best riding
challenges imagineable, particularly on an older
bike. Neil is looking for a late 40’s early 50’s tele/rigid
bike - to restore if necessary - on which to undertake
this ride. Can anyone help him out?

Started in 2010 and held every 2 years, like our own
Banbury Run, it is exclusively for pre-1930 machines,
All similarities end there. The Cannonball is held over
16 – 18 days and covers 3,000 – 3,500 miles of
Americas backroads. Daily mileages range
between 200 and 250, depending on the terrain.
Eligibility and originality rules are strict – the overriding principle being to keep bikes as original as
possible. Sadly due to COVID-19, the 2020 event was
cancelled, but it is hoped to run it in 2021, starting on
September 26th , 2021.

Please feel free to share the detaisls of your favourite
gadgets and gizmos.

THE WILD ATLANTIC WAY
Slí an Atlantaigh Fhiáin
“Compass” and “Cwmpas” medallists, Neil
Copestake and Bob Nutter are planning to tackle
this famous 1553 mile ride in 2021 to raise funds for
the Midlands Air Ambulance and would love to hear
from anyone who has first hand knowledge of the

THE CANNONBALL MOTORCYCLE RUN
Has anyone taken part in or serviced on this
impressive US event? If you have, we would love to
hear from you.

If you want to find out more, take a look at their
Facebook page,
https://www.facebook.com/motorcyclecannonbal
l/ or watch this You tube clip.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q3nBn-wYpJA





PROTOCOL FOR RIDING IN SECTION RUNS
Normally you will receive information in advance
(by Email and/or social media, that will enable you
to follow the route without any specialised
equipment. You are most welcome to ride the route
by following the run leader, or, at your own speed
on your own and/or with friends. If you choose this
latter option, please inform the run leader before
you leave the start.
If you have chosen to ride with the group and rely
on the run leader for navigation, we ask you to
follow our simple procedures.
 Ride at a pace you feel comfortable with and
that is appropriate for your machine and the
road conditions.
 When a turn is required, you will see that the
rider ahead of you has waited until they are sure
that you can see clearly which direction they
are taking.
 Before continuing, make certain that the rider
following you can see clearly which direction
you are taking. This way the chain of riders
remains unbroken.
 If you are concerned that you have waited too
long and that there may have been an
incident, re-trace your steps to the previous
turning. If there has been an incident, or there is
no sign of following riders. Call or text the run
leader on the number on the route sheet, or
wait for assistance.
 Be patient. The run leader will ensure that you
are able to re-join the group.




On some runs, meeting points, such as
viewpoints, rest halts or cafes will be identified.
You may be able to take a shorter route to rejoin the group.
If you choose this option make sure you inform
he run leader by phone or text so they know the
situation.
Please be courteous and considerate to other
road users at all times.
Above, all enjoy the ride!

AN INDIAN ADVENTURE (Part 2)
Terry Pickering concludes the story of his 2018
motorcycling trip to India, with friends Russ
McDermid and Toby Victor-Trott.

the correct diagnosis but they knew better!! Some
time later they admitted defeat and said that the
bike would need to be taken back to their workshop
in Pathankot, I asked how long before a van would
be arriving to do the collection, they laughed and
said no we will take it back! How on earth I
wondered as the two of them turned up on an old
Bullet… Well the one lad pushed the Himalayan 21k
with his foot resting on the exhaust and was
reaching speeds of up to 80kph. It got even more
interesting as we reached the city limits, still going at
a lick, the dead bike would go one side of the traffic
and the pusher the other side and then meeting in
a gap for an extra hearty shove It was such a bizarre
experience to watch these two chaps safely
negotiate the chaotic traffic and arrive at their
workshop as if it was a completely routine
occurrence.

Day 8 - our first and only real breakdown.
“Just 21km into the day’s trip, Toby’s bike expired,
we contacted Stonehead Bikes and they arranged
for some local Enfield mechanics to rescue us.

They arrived some 3 hours after we broke down and
tried to fix the bike beside the road. Toby had made

Days 9,10 &11 – A complete engine strip
The breakdown obliged to take a 3 day stop in
Pathankot as it was the weekend and the garage
was not open on Sunday.
A complete engine strip revealed that the oil pump
chain had snapped causing catastrophic damage

to the barrel, head, piston etc. They managed to
find new parts in another city, collected them on
their trusty old “Works” Bullet and had all repairs
completed by 19:00 on Monday evening.

The Hotel Him Shikar was our only option. The
manager wanted £20 a night but there was no way
that was happening especially as many of the
rooms had no mattresses, shower or even electricity.
One room didn’t even have a door that closed! Russ
was the man for the negotiations and we ended up
paying less than half price. When we went for
breakfast in the morning we had to wake up all the
staff as they were sleeping on the restaurant tables!
We skipped breakfast that day.
Day 13
We travelled firstly to Shimla and visited the famous
narrow gauge railway.

to make some carburettor adjustments which
enhanced the performance and cut the fuel
consumption considerably. If only he had looked at
it earlier in the trip….
Back to the Ginger Hotel
We booked back into the Ginger Hotel and returned
the bikes back to Stonehead following our circa
2200km adventure. The manager confirmed that
the big ends had gone on Russ’s bike but he was not
too bothered, I guess that they were used to
substantial repairs after renting out bikes that were
likely to be constantly thrashed (not ours though) He
reimbursed Toby the circa £70 that he had shelled
out for the new barrel, head, piston, 2 days for the
mechanics and the recovery costs etc. I thought
that he was more than fair seeing we only paid
about £14 a day per bike. So if you are going to ride
around India I strongly recommend Stonehead
Bikes.
None of the trip was pre-planned and our route was
decided day by day with only Agra and Amritsar
being ‘must visit’ places. Hotels were booked each
day when we knew where we would end up using
Booking .Com or similar Apps.
So finally back to the Ginger hotel for good food,
beers and a bottle of Jacobs Creek wine to seeout
the end of our adventure. Where to next, we
wondered? Sri Lanka was chosen for 2019 (we were
in Negombo when the explosion occurred)but
that’s another story.” …….Terry Pickering

STOP PRESS……..STOP PRESS……...STOP PRESS

Day 12
“Lets get out of here!” An early start and 300k on
minor gravel roads took us to Sungal Valley, it was a
long day with 10 hours in the saddle. All the bikes
went OK but Russ’s Bullet was starting to rattle a bit
and it did like a bit of oil most days . So where to stay
in this Bilaspur Area?

We continued on to that day’s destination - Zirakpur
in the Mohali district - some 220km on from the day’s
start. Another veg curry and copious amounts of
beer for the lads soon saw the day over.
Day 14
Our last day of travelling was around 310k back to
Delhi. By now Russ’s bike was nearly drinking as
much as he did and the rattle was “very obvious”
but his trusty steed kept on going, My bike was now
using a lot less fuel as the day before Toby decided

There will be a pre-lockdown ride on Wednesday
Nov 4th. starting from the OK Diner in Leominster at
10:30. The ride will take you to Clun, the Castle Hotel
in Bishop’s castle for coffee and over the Long Mynd
to finish at the Ludlow Kitchen, Bromfield, Ludlow,
SY8 2JR. Full details will be sent seperately
Updates and other stuff can be
found on our Facebook page – VMCC Herefordshire
section. Feel free to add your views.

